Global Talent Visa Program
This information is intended to provide prospective applicants and migration agents an
indication of the calibre and specialisations that the Global Talent Visa Program seeks to
attract.
Australia is seeking exceptionally talented individuals across a range of priority sectors who can
demonstrate some of the following abilities:


bring exceptional new skills and knowledge to Australia

Priority Sectors



have the potential to make a significant economic impact



Advanced manufacturing



have been recognised with international distinction
as a leader in one of the priority sectors



Agri-food and AgTech



Circular economy

generate employment, particularly in areas that
fill critical supply chain and talent gaps



Defence



Digitech



Education



Energy



Financial services & FinTech




commercialise ideas at scale



act as a connector between industries



make an impact as an innovator or serial entrepreneur



Health industries



have the ability to attract a salary at or above the
Fair Work high income threshold (AUD$162,000)



Infrastructure and tourism



Resources



Space

Visa Requirements


Be currently prominent and have an internationally recognised record of exceptional and
outstanding achievement in one of Australia’s priority sectors.



Be nominated by an Australian citizen, an Australian permanent resident, an eligible
New Zealand citizen, or an Australian organisation with a national reputation in the
applicant’s sector.



Be an asset to the Australian community.



Have the ability to establish themselves in Australia in a priority sector.



Meet health, character and national security requirements.

Application process


Step one: Submit an Expression of Interest using the online Global Talent contact form.



Step two: Once invited, apply for a visa online via ImmiAccount.

For more information, scan the QR code or visit
www.homeaffairs.gov.au/global-talent

Sector Overview—Energy
Australia is an energy sector superpower focussed on the future. Our policy framework is layered to encourage
innovation, investment and improvement of technologies across industry.
We are looking for individuals that can drive forward this agenda by applying their skills in the development and
extraction of energy and fuels from oil, gas, coal and uranium as well as hydrogen production and renewable
energy technologies including solar and wind.
The following specialisations are intended to be used as a guide and are not an exhaustive list. The Global
Talent Profile provides examples of the calibre of individuals who may meet program requirements.

Specialisations


Advanced visualisation technology



Artificial intelligence and machine
learning technologies



Automation and robotics (e.g. smart
sorting technologies for recycling)



Beneficiation technologies (i.e. improving
the economic value of ore)



Gas, natural gas and liquefied natural gas
(LNG) development



Traceability technologies (e.g. experience
with sophisticated material trading systems
that make material sources more
transparent to consumers)

Global Talent Profile
Exceptional candidates


Founder and CEO of an internationally
acclaimed start-up in the research and
manufacturing of innovative clean
technology for heating, ventilation and air
conditioning.

Strong candidates


Senior energy transformation engineering
specialist in devising solutions for new
energy technologies.



Executive with expertise in the development
and delivery of large energy projects.



Hydrogen technology



Clean technologies, renewables and hybrids
(including solar, wind and
wave power)



Battery/energy storage design (specialised,
grid-scale and precursors for batteries)



Technicians and construction workers



Distribution and sales representatives



Bioenergy and biofuels





Micro-grid design

Junior or mid-level power plant or mine
operations managers
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The following experience or professions would
not usually meet the parameters of the
program:
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